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Evelyn 
(a simple eyelet lace cowl by Kiwiyarns Knits/Wei S. Leong) 

 
A pretty, reversible cowl.  The eyelet pattern creates a section of net squares on one side and diagonal 

net effect on the other.   It’s knitted with the square net facing you (I found it easier to follow the row 

order that way).  Wear the side you like best! 

You need: 

2 balls Zealana Heron in Lichen (or a worsted-weight yarn that knits to 18s x 24r over 10cm (4”) on 

4.5mm needles) 

6mm circular needles 

Stitch definitions: 

Garter stitch – for knitting “in the round”, alternately knit one row and purl one row.   

Eyelet pattern –the combination of eyelet sections as noted in the pattern. 

YO – yarn over 

K2tog – knit two together 

P2tog – purl two together 

Half-stretchy purl bind off – P2, bind off  one stitch as usual, *P1,  P2tog through back loop, P1, bind off 

as usual*, rep from * to * until all stitches are bound off. 
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Tension: 

14 stitches x 25 rows in eyelet pattern in 6mm needles (not essential that it’s exact). 

Knitted measurements: 

Finished cowl measures approx 12” long x 13” wide.  Fits a medium – large head.   

Instructions: 

Cast on 90 stitches and join in the round.  It might be helpful to place a marker to indicate the start of 

the round.   

Double eyelet border: 

Starting with a knit row, knit four rows of garter stitch, ending with a purl row.  (Next row, *YO, K2tog*, 

repeat from * to * to end of row.  Knit one row even.  Starting with a purl row, garter stitch another 

three rows, ending with a purl row). Repeat bracketed sequence once more. 

Single eyelet section: 

(*YO, K2tog*, repeat * to * to end of row.  Purl one row).  Repeat the bracketed sequence four times in 

total.   

Middle eyelet section: 

Starting with a knit row, garter stitch three rows, ending with a knit row.  *YO, P2tog*, repeat * to * to 

end of row.  Knit one row even.  Starting with a purl row, garter stitch another three rows, ending with a 

purl row. 

Repeat the single eyelet section and middle eyelet section a total of four times.   (To alter the height of 

this cowl, knit more or less repeats of this section). 

Final eyelet border: 

Next row:  *YO, K2tog*, repeat from * to * to end of row.  Knit one row even.  Purl one row, knit one row 

and then bind off in half-stretchy purl. 

Weave in ends.  Enjoy! 

 

 


